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Intended Goals
• To guide future initiatives 
to introduce ICT projects 
for rural communities
• To provide insights into 
the development and 
implementation of ICT 
projects for rural 
communities
• To disseminate research 
findings and experiences 
collected through 
previous projects, to 
widen ways of thinking 
about ICT projects for 
rural communities
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Case Study Sites – APT J2 & J3
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Three main players for Technology Innovation 
to work in Rural Communities
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Handbook content
• Written in a project management approach – to assist novice and 
experienced managers to visualize every step in planning, 
implementing and assessing a project that capitalizes on ICT for 
rural communities
• Introduces the “Participatory Action Research” approach – to 
enable mutual relationships between project stakeholders; to help 
develop a close working relationship, which would then lead 
toward a long-term commitment of trust and confidence
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Key Issues
Although ICT is imperative towards driving the technology initiative 
forward, a crucial factor in ensuring that these changes continue to 
develop is the commitment of the communities themselves.
Every community is unique, and one implementation model does not 
fit all projects. 
Project initiators have had to design, adapt and operate technologies 
and systems that can best fit each person and society in a 
straightforward and sustainable way. 
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Justifying selection of community to work with
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Content organisation
Each chapter has
1. Descriptions of key ideas/concepts about the stages in Project 
Management
2. Examples extracted from case studies 
3. Infographics (to visualise important information and steps)
4. Checklists (to assist in decision making and problem solving)
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Values of the Handbook




written in one book
• Steps forward – includes 
ideas to expand the 
collaboration forward; 
for instance CyberBrain
and Pattaya Protocol, 
which capitalizes on 
Collective Intelligence 
and Transfer Model
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Prof Dr Ir Suwido Limin
Special dedication to a long-standing Case Study Team 
partner
24 May 1955 – 6 June 2016 (61 years old)
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